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Dungeons And Dragons Starter Kit
Inside the pockets of this lavishly illustrated protective folder, you'll find a full set of fifth edition Dungeons & Dragons character sheets for use
in any D&D campaign. This product includes three additional styles of double-sided character sheets giving veteran players options based on
their individual play preference and spell sheets for keeping track of their magical repertoire. Each character sheet provides plenty of room to
keep track of everything that makes a character unique. Also included is an introductory character sheet designed specifically to help ease
new players into the game. Fans can use these character sheets to welcome new players to the world's greatest roleplaying game or choose
a variant that fits their preferences.
This introductory guide to DUNGEONS & DRAGONS provides a fun and immersive primer to its beasts and monsters. In this illustrated
guide, you're transported to the legendary and magical worlds of Dungeons & Dragons and presented with one-of-a-kind entries for some of
its most sinister, foul, and memorable monsters. Featuring amazing illustrations and expert insights on some of D&D's most dangerous
monsters, the guide shines a spotlight on the beasts that scare, excite, and cause trouble for adventurers, from creatures that live
underground, to those that dwell in the wilderness and boneyards or soar in the sky. In these profiles you will find information on the size of
each monster, its danger level, and tips for how to survive an encounter. The perfect entry point for young fans of fantasy eager to become
D&D adventurers, this book also features introductory "Encounter" stories so readers can practice the problem-solving skills they'll need to
fight these monsters when they play a D&D adventure of their own.
The best way for new players to learn 4th Edition Dungeons & Dragons! This new product makes it easier than ever to start playing
Dungeons & Dragons immediately. The D&D Roleplaying Game Starter Set introduces the complex world of D&D play to new fans in simple,
easy-to-understand ways while retaining the fantastic inspiration of the full game experience. This product includes an introductory version of
the 4th Edition rules, dice, map tiles, and an adventure to get starting playing right away!
Explore a wealth of peril and personalities in this campaign book for the world's greatest roleplaying game, Dungeons & Dragons.
Acquisitions Incorporated is a different flavor of Dungeons & Dragons. A fifth edition D&D book created in partnership with Penny Arcade Inc.
and inspired by the podcast and web series, this book is full of madcap heists, hilarious moments, and all the ingredients you need to include
the adventurers of Acquisitions Incorporated in your own fifth edition D&D campaign. - Inside you'll find everything you need to live out your
fantasy of climbing the corporate ladder of the most notorious retrieval agency in the Forgotten Realms--Acquisitions Incorporated. - The
256-page book will give Dungeon Masters and players plenty of bits to play a D&D fifth edition game just as if you were on stage with the
crew at PAX! New backgrounds, character options, franchise information and more. - You'll also find an adventure that will take characters
from levels 1 through 6, establishing your party's claim on a world they've just begun to explore--and to strip-mine for profit. Dungeons &
Dragons is the world's greatest roleplaying game. Created in 1974, D&D transformed gaming culture by blending traditional fantasy with
miniatures and wargaming.
A deluxe, leather-bound version of the essential tool every D&D Dungeon Master needs. The follow-up to the special edition Player’s
Handbook™ released in 2004 for the 30th anniversary of D&D, this special release of the Dungeon Master’s Guide™ features an embossed,
leather-bound cover and premium, gilt-edged paper.
A tactical accessory for the world's greatest roleplaying game This sturdy double-sided, grid-lined play surface is ideal for when your
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS campaign gets tactical. One side features a stone floor good for dungeon and city encounters alike, while the
other features terrain useable for a wide range of rural and wilderness encounters. Additionally, the D&D Adventure Grid folds up for easy
transport and storage, and can be used with both wet-erase and dry-erase pens interchangeably. Pens and miniatures not included. The
leader in providing contemporary fantasy entertainment, Dungeons & Dragons is the wellspring for the entire modern game industry, digital as
well as analog. This newest edition draws from every prior edition to create a universally compelling play experience, and exemplifies the true
spirit of a game that holds captive the hearts and minds of millions of players worldwide.
You awaken in an underground cell, stripped of your armor and your sword. Your fellow prisoners inform you that you're trapped in the
Underdark, soon to be taken to the great drow city of Menzoberranzan and sold off as a slave. But word is that demon

Delve into dungeons with this kit for the world's greatest roleplaying game Delve into the Dungeons' Depths This kit equips the
Dungeon Master® with a screen and other tools that are perfect for running D&D®nbsp;adventures through dungeons, whether
ruined or thriving. The Dungeon Master's screen features a painting of a fantastic vista that plunges into the deep reaches of a
mountain. Useful rules references cover the screen's interior, with an emphasis on dungeon-delving.
Get your first glimpse into the world of Dungeons & Dragons, through the masterful illustrations of Todd James. The Dungeons &
Dragons-Adventures Outlined coloring book features fantastical designs and shows off classic monsters from the game as seen
through the eyes of world renowned artist, Todd James. Color your way through each adventure with these delightful illustrations.
This coloring book features unique designs including beholders, trolls, goblins, dragons, and more. Provides hours of creativity,
fun, and relaxation.
Awesome tools, rules, and adventure content for every Dungeon Master. If you're a Dungeons & Dragons player interested in
taking on the role of the Dungeon Master, or if you're an experienced DM looking for more game advice, tools, and adventure
content, the Dungeon Master's Kit™ has exactly what you need to build your own Dungeons & Dragons campaign and excite the
imaginations of you and your players. This deluxe box contains rules and advice to help Dungeon Masters run games for
adventurers of levels 1–30. It also includes useful DM tools such as a Dungeon Master's screen (with tables and rules printed on
the inside), die-cut terrain tiles and monster tokens, and fold-out battle maps. Game components: • 96-page book of rules and
advice for Dungeon Masters • 32-page monster book • Two 32-page adventures • 3 sheets of die-cut monster tokens • 2 doublesided battle maps • Fold-out Dungeon Master's screen
Take a stand against the giants in this adventure for the world s greatest roleplaying game Giants have emerged from their
strongholds to threaten civilization as never before. Hill giants are stealing all the grain and livestock they can while stone giants
have been scouring settlements that have been around forever. Fire giants are press-ganging the smallfolk into the desert, while
frost giant longships have been pillaging along the Sword Coast. Even the elusive cloud giants have been witnessed, their
wondrous floating cities appearing above Waterdeep and Baldur s Gate. Where is the storm giant King Hekaton, who is tasked
with keeping order among the giants? The humans, dwarves, elves, and other small folk of the Sword Coast will be crushed
underfoot from the onslaught of these giant foes. The only chance at survival is for the small folk to work together to investigate
this invasion and harness the power of rune magic, the giants weapon against their ancient enemy the dragons. The only way the
people of Faerun can restore order is to use the giants own power against them. To defeat giants, you need to be giant!"
This introductory guide to DUNGEONS & DRAGONS is an illustrated primer to many of the characters you can play in D&D, along
with their essential weapons and adventuring tools. In this illustrated guide, you're transported to the legendary and magical worlds
of Dungeons & Dragons, where you are presented with one-of-a-kind entries for different types of warriors, as well as the
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weaponry these fighters need for D&D adventuring. This guide includes detailed illustrations of the weapons, armor, clothing, and
other equipment that fighters use, and offers the tools young, aspiring adventurers need for learning how to build their own
characters, including sample profiles, a flowchart to help you decide what type of warrior to be, and brainstorming challenges to
start you thinking like an adventurer whether on your own or in the midst of an exciting quest with friends and fellow players.
Ten underground adventures for the fifth edition of the world's most popular fantasy roleplaying game, set within a ruin-filled
mountain torn apart by the mysterious Grendleroot.Ruins of the Grendleroot is a book of ten short easy-to-run adventures for the
fifth edition of the world's most popular fantasy roleplaying game. Designed for characters of 1st to 5th level, these adventures
take place in the caverns, chambers, tunnels, and ruins of the mountain known as Blackclaw, within which lurks the Grendleroot--a
strange and otherworldly sentience.Across these ten adventures, your characters will- cure the corruption of an old tower destined
to bring daylight to the cavern of Shadowreach;- rescue a lost child who answers the call of a dying god;- seek out the source of a
plague of gnome zombies;- travel to the Forest of Iron to stop the priest who would destroy the Grendleroot-and the entire
mountain surrounding it;- protect Deepdelver's Enclave from marauding warbands of orcs and hobgoblins;- find the beast lurking in
abolethic ruins that promises salvation in return for fresh meat;- seal up a damaged cell in a forgotten monastery, which contains a
being so dangerous that even its thoughts can kill;- save a war hero from the elven assassins who hunt her down;- discover the
secret to quieting the restless Grendleroot from a slumbering vampire archmage; and- travel to the Black Cathedral, discover the
origin of the mysterious Caretakers, and stop a mage attempting to capture the power of the Grendleroot for herself.Ruins of the
Grendleroot focuses on the sense of mystery and wonder that comes from exploring ancient ruins. The central hub of these
adventures, Deepdelver's Enclave, is a frontier outpost overlooking the ruined city of Shadowreach, set deep within the mountain.
In Deepdelver's Enclave, adventurers and explorers recount tales of their explorations, trade treasure and artifacts, and enjoy their
shared love of uncovering the mysteries of the mountain.These ten adventures can be run independently as single-session games
of roughly two to four hours each, or they can be tied together as part of a larger campaign. Five of the adventures can be
combined together into a five-session mini campaign that focuses on the strange consciousness lying at the center of the
mysterious mountain.Each of these ten adventures is designed to get you up and running quickly and to help you integrate them
into your own campaign. If you're familiar with the format of the book Sly Flourish's Fantastic Adventures and the concepts in the
book Return of the Lazy Dungeon Master, the setup of these adventures will be familiar to you. Even if you aren't, you'll find the
design of these adventures intuitive and straightforward. In this book, you'll find inspirational artwork, beautiful maps, fantastic
locations, short readable summaries of places and events, evocative keywords to spark your own imagination, flexible read-aloud
text, and piles of ideas to fuel your own stories.
A player's handbook for the newest edition of the role-playing game contains rules for character creation and advancement,
backgrounds and skills, exploration, equipment, and spells.
This new starter features new packaging that showcases all five miniatures in the starter. The updated rulebook is written for
novice and experienced players and presents terms, battle tactics, and other game elements in an easy-to-reference format.
Tyranny of Dragons story arc by Wolfgang Baur
Every Dungeon Master needs a screen to conceal notes and dice rolls and to have valuable charts and information close at hand.
This Forgotten Realms accessory includes a 32-page booklet of tables and topography and a four-panel screen containing a
wealth of information and featuring original artwork on the front.
An immersive illustrated primer to the enchanted beings, magic users, and spells of Dungeons & Dragons, the leading fantasy roleplaying game. This illustrated guide transports new players to the magical world of Dungeons & Dragons and presents a one-of-akind course on the wizards, sorcerers, and other magic-makers for which the game is known. Featuring easy-to-follow and
entertaining explanations of how spells are created and used in the game, along with original illustrations of the game's essential
magical characters, this book shines a spotlight on the mystical side of D&D. The perfect jumping-on point for young fans of
fantasy looking to give D&D a try, Wizards and Spells also features prompts to encourage creative problem-solving skills in the
dangerous situations that may be encountered in a Dungeons & Dragons adventure.
The best way to start playing the 4th Edition Dungeons & Dragons Fantasy Roleplaying Game. Designed for one-to-five players,
this boxed game contains everything needed to start playing.
The Wild Beyond the Witchlight is D&D's next big adventure storyline that brings the wicked whimsy of the Feywild to fifth edition
for the first time. Tune into D&D Live 2021 presented by G4 on July 16 and 17 for details including new characters, monsters,
mechanics, and story hooks suitable for players of all ages and experience levels. The Wild Beyond the Witchlight is D&D's next
big adventure storyline that brings the wicked whimsy of the Feywild to fifth edition for the first time. Tune into D&D Live 2021
presented by G4 on July 16 and 17 for details including new characters, monsters, mechanics, and story hooks suitable for players
of all ages and experience levels.
Explore the horrors of Ravenloft in this campaign sourcebook for the world's greatest roleplaying game. Terror stalks the
nightmare realms of Ravenloft. No one knows this better than monster scholar Rudolph Van Richten. To arm a new generation
against the creatures of the night, Van Richten has compiled his correspondence and case files into this tome of eerie tales and
chilling truths. * Travel (perhaps even by choice) to Ravenloft's expanded Domains of Dread--each domain with its own unique
flavor of horror, thrilling story hooks, and grisly cast of characters * Craft your own D&D horror settings, add tension with optional
rules, and get advice for running a game that's ghastly in all the right ways * Create characters with lineages tied to vampires,
undead, and hags, horror-themed subclasses, the Investigator background, and "Dark Gifts" that may be a double-edged sword *
Unleash nightmarish monsters from an expanded bestiary, and browse a collection of mysterious trinkets * Explore Ravenloft in
the included Dungeons & Dragons adventure--play as a stand-alone adventure or drop it into your current game for a bit of sinister
fun
Lost is the poor soul borne aloft in the grip of the ancient red dragon featured in a spectacular panoramic vision by Tyler Jacobson
on this durable, four-panel Dungeon Master’s Screen. The interior rules content on this new screen has been revisited and
refreshed as a direct result of feedback received from D&D fans everywhere. - The screen’s landscape orientation allows the
Dungeon Master to easily see beyond the screen and reach over, even as it keeps die rolls and notes hidden from players. Provides an at-a-glance reference for the most relevant and often used in-game information, equipping Dungeon Masters of all
skill levels with essential support. - An excellent resource for new and existing Dungeons Masters to facilitate inspired adventures
and an engaging play experience. This newest edition draws from every prior edition to create a universally compelling play
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experience, and exemplifies the true spirit of a game that holds captive the hearts and minds of millions of players worldwide.
Breathe life into your tabletop Dungeons & Dragons(R) game with these full color dungeon tiles. Infinitely expandable and easy to
set up, these dungeon tiles allow you to create the adventures you want to play. This box contains 16 durable, double-sided, fully
illustrated tile sheets, featuring grasslands, ruins, sandy beaches, and other terrain elements that Dungeon Masters can use to
build exciting encounters. Use these tiles to make fantastic wilderness maps to enhance your tabletop roleplaying game
experience. For use with the Dungeons & Dragons Fantasy Roleplaying Game.
Get everything you need to adventure in the Forgotten Realms on the exciting Sword Coast, home to the cities of Baldur's Gate,
Waterdeep, and Neverwinter. Crafted by the scribes at Green Ronin in conjunction with the Dungeons & Dragons team at Wizards
of the Coast, the Sword Coast Adventurer's Guide provides D&D fans with a wealth of detail on the places, cultures, and deities of
northwestern Faerûn. The Sword Coast Adventurer's Guide is also a great way to catch up on recent events in the Forgotten
Realms, to get background on locations featured in the Rage of Demons storyline coming in September, and to learn the lore
behind video games like Neverwinter and Sword Coast Legends. Here are just a few of the features you'll find in the Sword Coast
Adventurer's Guide: · Immersive Adventuring: This campaign sourcebook provides players and Dungeon Masters material for
creating vibrant fantasy stories along the Sword Coast. · New Character Options: The book offers new subclass options, such as
the Purple Dragon Knight and the Swashbuckler, for many of the classes presented in the Player's Handbook, as well as new
subraces and backgrounds specific to the Forgotten Realms. · Adventure in the Forgotten Realms: Discover the current state of
the Forgotten Realms and its deities after the Spellplague and the second Sundering. You'll also get updated maps of this area of
the Realms. · Compatible with Rage of Demons storyline: Make characters for use with the Out of the Abyss adventure and fight
back the influence of the demon lords in the Underdark below the Sword Coast. · Insider Information: Learn the background
behind locations, such as Luskan and Gracklstugh, featured in the upcoming digital RPG, Sword Coast Legends, from n-Space.
With new character backgrounds and class options, players will love the storytelling possibilities of playing a noble of Waterdeep,
an elf bladesinger, or one of the other new options, while Dungeon Masters will relish a book full of mysterious locations and story
hooks to keep players adventuring on the Sword Coast for years to come. Look for Sword Coast Adventurer's Guide to be
available on November 3.
Dare to descend into the Underdark in this adventure for the world s greatest roleplaying game The Underdark is a subterranean
wonderland, a vast and twisted labyrinth where fear reigns. It is the home of horrific monsters that have never seen the light of
day. It is here that the dark elf Gromph Baenre, Archmage of Menzoberranzan, casts a foul spell meant to ignite a magical energy
that suffuses the Underdark and tears open portals to the demonic Abyss. What steps through surprises even him, and from that
moment on, the insanity that pervades the Underdark escalates and threatens to shake the Forgotten Realms to its foundations.
Stop the madness before it consumes you! "A Dungeons & Dragons(r) adventure for characters of levels 1 15""
You’ve got to—belch!—roll for initiative, Morty! Two pop culture juggernauts are teaming up and neither multiverse is prepared for
what comes next! When Morty sees a cute girl at school playing Dungeons & Dragons, he asks Rick to show him the ropes, only
to discover that his grandfather is a veteran gamer. Next thing he knows, the entire family has been pulled into a campaign that
escalates from virtual D&D simulations to alternate universes governed by the rules of the game. And as it turns out, Rick isn’t the
only one who knows his way around a d20.
Discover everything there is to know about dragons--the most iconic of D&D monsters--in this quintessential reference guide. Meet
Fizban the Fabulous: doddering archmage, unlikely war hero, divine avatar of a dragon-god--and your guide to the mysteries of
dragonkind. What is the difference between a red dragon and a gold dragon? What is dragonsight? How does a dragon's magic
impact the world around them? This comprehensive guide provides Dungeon Masters with a rich hoard of tools and information for
designing dragon-themed encounters, adventures, and campaigns. Dragonslayers and dragon scholars alike will also appreciate
its insight into harnessing the power of dragon magic and options for players to create unique, memorable draconic characters. Introduces gem dragons to fifth edition! - Provides Dungeon Masters with tools to craft adventures inspired by dragons, including
dragon lair maps and detailed information about 20 different types of dragons - Adds player character options, including dragonthemed subclasses for monks and rangers, unique draconic ancestries for dragonborn, additional spell options, and a feat Presents a complete dragon bestiary and introduces a variety of dragons and dragon-related creatures--including aspects of the
dragon gods, dragon minions, and more - Reveals the story of the First World and the role the dragon gods Bahamut and Tiamat
played in its creation and destruction
What begins as a simple expedition to explore an ancient jungle temple sends adventurers headlong into a search for the Dragon's
Eye, an artifact created ages ago by demons in order to gain power over dragons. But where exactly is this mysterious artifact,
and why do the Cloudreavers and the Emerald Claw think the adventurers already have it? Only Lady Vol knows the truth. Her
deadly cat-and-mouse game leads the characters from the wilderness of Q'barra to the wild coasts of the Lhazaar Principalities
and the soaring peaks of Argonnessen. There, at last, they can learn the secret of the Dragon's Eye and foil the lich queen's plans
... if they survive!
All rules and reference required to play the world's greatest roleplaying game. Need a refresh on your well-loved copies of the D&D rule
books? Have a friend who is itching to get into Dungeons & Dragons? Want a super-handy case to hold all that D&D goodness? The
Dungeons & Dragons Core Rules Gift Set includes everything you need to create and play adventures of your own in the world's greatest
roleplaying game: · Player's Handbook · Dungeon Master's Guide · Monster Manual · Dungeon Master's Screen This is a great gift for the
Dungeons & Dragons fans in your life or as a treat for yourself. Each book has the most recent text updates and errata. All three books and
the screen feature a foil-paper cover that distinguish them at your table.
First released in 1975 and revised throughout the 1980s and early 1990s, the Dungeon! boardgame lets you explore a multi-level dungeon in
search of treasure guarded by terrible monsters. The deeper into the dungeon you go, the deadlier the monsters and the greater the treasure.
The player who returns to the beginning chamber with the most treasure wins!
Your first look at the next D&D title comes on August 24! Keep an eye on wherever you get your D&D news for a preview of the book.
Presents an introduction to Dungeons and Dragons with information on the rules, characters, weapons and gear, and game etiquette.
A boxed set introducing the newest edition of the Dungeons & Dragons role-playing game includes a 64-page adventure book with everything
the Dungeon Master needs to get started; a 32-page rulebook for playing characters from Level 1 to Level 5; five pregenerated characters,
each with a character sheet and supporting reference material; and six polyhedral dice.
Describes the characteristics and attributes of a variety of monsters, zombies, demons, giants, werewolves, animals, and aliens for use in the
Dungeons and Dragons game.
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Offers tips, advice, and strategies for mastering the game, Dungeons and Dragons.
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